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Multiple Regression

Simple or total correlation: relationship between one dependent and one independent

1variable, Y versus X

YX1 YX2 X1X2Coefficient of simple determination: r  (or r , r )2 2 2

1 2 3Partial correlation: Y versus X  with X , X ... held constant

YX1.X2Coefficient of partial determination: r 2

Multiple correlation: relationship between one dependent and several independent

1 2 3variables, Y versus X , X , X ...

Y.X1X2X3etcCoefficient of multiple determination, R , or R2 2

R > r’s

0 1 1 2 2Y = a  + a X  + a X  + ...

0 1 2a , a , a  are partial regression coefficients

1Simple correlation between Y and X

2Simple correlation between Y and X  is also calculated.

1 2 1 2X  and X  are not independent, so calculate simple correlation between X  and X

1 2Partial correlation between Y and X  while keeping X  fixed is calculated from the
simple correlations

1 2Multiple correlation measures the combined effect of X  and X
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1 2Order in which variables (X , X , etc.) are considered affects results. This is because
factors are not independent of each other:

1 2- levels of X  not measured at the same levels of X

1 2- there is a correlation between X  and X , e.g. temperature and day length are
related to each other, and both affect yield

Example: ANOVA showing how order of variables affects results
Specific Gravity of Potatoes

1X  = N

2X  = P

Source df Method of
computing SS

SS MS F

Total 19 51172.95

Regression due to

1X
1 40191.23 40191.23 65.90**

Dev from simple
regression

18 10981.72 610.10

Added regr due to

2X
1 6929.47 6929.47 29.07**

Deviation from
multiple regression

17 4052.90 238.41

Source df Method of
computing SS

SS MS F

Total 19 51172.95

Regression due to

2X  = P
1 26282.43 26282.43 19.01**

Dev from simple
regression

18 24890.52 1382.81

Added regr due to

1X  = N
1 20835.85 20835.85 87.40**
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Deviation from
multiple regression

17 4052.90 238.41

E.g. Fitting a response curve using multiple regression in a factorial experiment
Y = sugar beet root yield in tons/acre
N 0 0.8 1.6 3.2 cwt/acre
H 0 3 6 9 12 week of harvest
Y has a quadratic response to both N and H shown in partial correlations
Fitted equation or response surface for (predicted value of Y)

= 23.55 + 8.88H + 18.19N - 0.38H  - 4.01N  + 2.80NH - 0.58N H2 2 2

E.g. Correlation, not cause and effect
Multiple Regression Analysis of Hay Production

Y = hay production

1X  = cigarette consumption

2X  = time

Source df SS MS F

1X  considered first

Total

1Regression due to X
Dev. from simple regression

2Added regr due to X
Dev from multiple regr

14
1

13
1

12

10094.00
  8855.31
 1238.69
   918.01

8855.31
    95.28
 918.01

92.94**

  34.35**
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2X  considered first

Total

2Regression due to X
Dev. from simple regression

1Added regr due to X
Dev from multiple regr

14
1

13
1

12

10094.00
  9723.21
    370.79
      50.11
    320.67

 9723.21
     28.52
     50.11
     26.72

340.90**

     1.88ns

Multiple Regression in PC SAS

Fitting is done by minimizing sums of squares for error

In SAS there are several procedures (PROCs) for curve fitting

Regression (REG)
- does one model at a time, but can have multiple MODEL statements
- handles linear and multivariate hypotheses
- adjusts R  for number of variables adj R  = 1 - (1-R )(n-1)/dfErr2 2 2

- calculates predicted values, residuals, studentized residuals, confidence limits to SAS
data set

RSQUARE
- fits all possible combinations of variables in MODEL
- calculates R2

STEPWISE
- forward: selects one variable at a time to add to model
- backward: removes one variable at a time from model
- stepwise: as forward, but previously selected variables not necessarily kept in model,

default
- maxr: as forward with max R  technique2

- minr: min R  technique2

NONLIN
- iterative fit for nonlinear models, e.g. Y = a(1 - 10 )-cx

RSREG
- response surfaces

General Linear Models (GLM)
- can handle both class (fixed) and regression variables
- ANOVA for unbalanced replication, covariance
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- repeated measures
- can request same output as given by PROC REG

CORR
- check for correlations among the variables

Analysis Procedure

1. Plot data

2. Create new variables
- to describe curvilinear relationship e.g. Nsq = N*N
- to transform data, e.g. Nlog = log(N)
- to make all variables quantitative, e.g. variety

For 3 varieties, A, B and C, create the following variables to use instead of variety
A with a value of 1 for variety A and a value of 0 for B and C
B with a value of 1 for variety B and 0 for A and C
Note that a variable is not needed for the last variety, C, because it can be

defined as A=0 and B=0
Do NOT use a variable for Variety with a value of 1 for A, 2 for B, and 3 for C. This
would force the program to treat B as halfway between A and C and lead to incorrect
results.

3. If there is a basis for the model, use Regression (or General Linear Models -
GLM) and enter the model. (GLM does not require transformation of class into
quantitative variables - it can handle a mix of both.)

4. If the model is unknown
- use stepwise or rsquare to select a model
- follow by Regression or GLM
- make sure the model makes biological sense

5. Plot predicted values and residuals to check fit and assumptions

6. Write out the prediction equation

Selecting the best model

1. Select highest adjusted R2

R  always increases when the number of variables is increased.2

Adjusted R  corrects for the increase in R  due to the number of variables2 2

2. Select lowest model P values for significance

3. Select lowest root Mean Square Error
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4. Select model with fewest variables

5. Select lowest Coefficient of Variation

6. Select a model that makes biological sense

7. Select a model that is easy to use (e.g. some variables are easier to measure
than others)

8. Select lowest predicted residual sums of squares (PRESS)
- PRESS measures the predictive power of the model
- uses all data except one observation to predict the missing observation
- calculates sum of squares of the difference between the actual and predicted

observations
- PRESS increases when there are too many variables in the model Analysis

Steps

1. Plot data

2. Create new variables, e.g. NSQ = N*N

3. If there is a basis for the model, use PROC REG or PROC GLM

4. If the model is unknown
use STEPWISE or RSQUARE
follow by REG or GLM
make sure the model makes biological sense

5. Plot predicted values and residuals to check assumptions

6. Predicted Residual Sums of Squares (PRESS) measures the predictive power of
the model (not available in Analyst)
uses all data except one observation to predict the missing observation
calculates sum of squares of the differences between the actual and predicted
observations
minimize PRESS
PRESS increases when there are too many variables in the model

Types of Sums of Squares

Type I SS
For Y = A B A*B

Source Type I SS
A SS (A) ignores B, A*B, fits Y = A
B SS (B/ , A) ignores A*B, fits B given Y = A

A*B SS (A*B/ , A, B)fits A*B given Y = A B
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- sequential SS
- gives incremental improvement in error SS as each effect is added to the

model
- SS for each effect depends on order in which effects are specified in the model
- add up to model SS
- statistically independent of each other if residual errors are independent and

follow the same normal distribution
- e.g. Y = A B

type I SS for A includes some B parameter effects
type I SS for B does not include any A effects

- use for polynomial models, gives contribution of Xn as if it were orthogonal to
the preceding effects, i.e. provides a test of orthogonalized polynomials

- affected by missing cells and unbalanced data

Type II SS
For Y = A B A*B

Source Type II SS
A SS (A/ , B) ignores A*B, fits A given Y = B

B SS (B/ , A) ignores A*B, fits B given Y = A

A*B SS (A*B/ , A, B)fits A*B given Y = A B

- reduction in error SS due to adding an effect after all other effects have been
included except those that contain the effect being tested

- do not depend on order of effects in model
- do not add up to model SS
- hypothesis for an effect does not involve parameters of other effects, except for

containing effects
- affected by missing cells and unbalanced data
- use if A*B is not significant, equivalent to removing it from the model
- use for multiple regression without interactions

Type III SS and Type IV SS
For Y = A B A*B

Source Type III or IV SS
A SS (A/ , B, A*B) ignores A*B, fits A given Y = B

B SS (B/ , A, A*B) ignores A*B, fits B given Y = A

A*B SS (A*B/ , A, B) fits A*B given Y = A B

- partial SS
- hypothesis for an effect does not involve parameters of other effects, except for

containing effects
- do not depend on order of effects in model
- do not add up to model SS
- not affected by missing cells

- Type III orthogonal if there are missing cells
- Type IV balanced if there are missing cells
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- use for factorials, ANOVA, designed experiments

E.g. Effect of missing observations
Exercise 2: Oxidation of phenylalanine
Comparison of models with and without the interaction of ADAPT*CINTAKE

Type I SS are not affected
Type III SS change when interaction is added to the model
F changes: CINTAKE is only significant without the interaction in the model
LSMeans change
Contrasts change


